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Siuslaw Stewardship Group 
Meeting Notes 
June 7, 2012 

 
Attendees: 
 

Name Affiliation Name Affiliation 
Ross Holloway Facilitator Dan Segotta SNF 
Liz Vollmer-Buhl SWC Seth Mead Siuslaw SWCD 
Johnny Sundstrom Siuslaw Institute Mike Kennedy Siletz Tribe 
David Eisler SWC Kirk Shimeall CPRCD 
 
The meeting began at 1:00 PM. 

Review Notes and Agenda 
The participants approved the May 2012 meeting notes as drafted. 

 
Current Process/Project Updates 
Forest Service, Dan Segotta 
 The Morris Thin sale is being prepared.  Scheduled to sell in September if there are no 

appeals.  None are anticipated. 
 

SWC – Liz Vollmer-Buhl 
 Riparian inspection reports are available for those who are interested. 
 There is a good pool of applicants for the Aquatics Project Manager position.   

 
Johnny Sundstrom – Siuslaw Institute 
 Farm Bill moved to the Senate floor.  Not clear if there are any amendments which would 

affect the stewardship contracting authority language in the bill. 
 The preliminary analysis for Five Mile-Bell has been issued and the 30-day comment 

period is open.  Public meetings are scheduled in Reedsport and Florence.  Siuslaw 
Institute is co-sponsoring the meetings with USFS. 

 NEPA project on Five-Mile Bell was selected as one of four projects nationally to be 
featured for its NEPA innovation.  One of the other projects, located in Arizona, has 
become the subject of some controversy, and that may impact the timeline for 
recognizing and publicizing these efforts. 

 
Outreach Funds and Projects 
Long term outreach fund planning - The group discussed a question as to whether an allocation 
of outreach funds to the group can be “held” for future use if the group has no immediate need 
for the funds.  Through discussion it was concluded that since the funds come to Cascade Pacific 
from the FS under the five-year agreement, that from the FS perspective those funds need to be 
expended within the term of the five-year agreement.  Cascade Pacific can “hold” funds for 
future use by a group within the five-year period. 
 
Update on current outreach projects – Chandra updated the group on the two documents that she 
is working on at the request of CPRCD.  She has completed updating the landowner outreach 
document and copies were distributed at the meeting.  She is working on the document 
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summarizing Siuslaw National Forest stewardship accomplishments, and is soliciting input on 
content and layout.  She has until June 30 to complete the work, so comments are needed by the 
15th.  The following input was provided at the meeting: 

• Clarify that the display legend applies to both displays by changing its location. 
• SWCD is listed under “Government Agencies”.  They are actually local special districts. 
• The dollar figures for retained receipts don’t seem to be consistent with other numbers.  

Are these total retained receipts or the portion allocated to Wyden projects? 
• The acres of riparian planting cited seems low and needs to checked for accuracy. 
• The picture of the thinning could be better.  It needs to be of a stand that is more 

obviously thinned. 
 

A strategic discussion of long-term outreach needs to be deferred to the July or August meetings. 
 
Announcements 

• Kirk Shimeall announced that Cascade Pacific will be moving to a new office location 
later in the month.  There will be a new address and phone number.  He also announced 
that their new forest stewardship web site is now up.  It looks better than the old site, and 
he encouraged folks to look at it and share any feedback they have.  Cascade Pacific is 
awaiting a final signed five-year agreement from the FS and will then be getting contracts 
out to folks. 

• Chandra shared a new Ecotrust document on the “Restoration Economy” in Southern 
Oregon. 

• Mike Kennedy announced that the Siletz Tribe’s summer Nadosh celebration is 
scheduled for June 14, 15 and 16.  There will be a traditional dinner at 5:00 P.M. on the 
16th, followed by dancing.  Mike also announced that the vacant positions in his natural 
resource staff are being filled and they should be back up to full staffing soon. 

• Ross announced that he will be ending his tenure as the group’s facilitator at the end of 
the current fiscal year (Sept 30).  Cascade Pacific is considering options for replacements.  
Liz commented that it is important the facilitator be independent.  There is interest in the 
group having input into whatever Cascade Pacific decides to do. 

 
Field Trip Discussion 
 Dan reported that field trip with Norm Johnson and Jerry Franklin is turning out to be 

difficult to schedule, and group should not plan on this being their summer field trip. 
 The group discussed proceeding with a field trip to FS lands and ODF lands if 

arrangements can be made.   
 Three potential dates were identified – July 20, 23 and August 10. Ross will contact ODF 

about their availability and let the group know which date will work best. 
 

Future Meeting Dates and Agenda Items 
 July 5 – The group agreed it would be best to cancel this, since it falls the day after the 

holiday. 
 August 2 – Will proceed with this monthly meeting unless the August date is selected for 

the field trip, in which case we might meet in conjunction with the field trip. 
 Northern spotted owl workshop –Michelle Dragoo is still working on this, and has 

several researchers who are interested in participating.  Current plan is to incorporate this 
into the Joint Group Meeting this fall.  Johnny asked that they consider addressing 
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USFWS Critical Habitat designation and what it means to the Northwest Forest Plan and 
the Siuslaw National Forest. 

 
Meeting adjourned at 2:30 P.M. 


